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Meeting of Li ison Grm1p, Dublin, 26 April 1996 

��Jt<;,,,

� �� 
The Irish side reported on a meeting with Sinn Fein the previous day. While ti?e ;itaatioif kas 

very unclear, the keen interest shown by Sinn Fein in the details of the negotiations possibly 

offered some encouragement. 

We introduced a paper on the possible handling of the decommissioning issue. The British, 

while reserving more detail�d comments, seemed attracted by the idea of a separate "fourth 
---

stream" mechanism involving the Governments and the relevant parties only. They continued 

to argue, however, that.the parties would be prepared to agree to this format only after a more 

substantive initial address to the issue than envisaged by us. The question of whether parallel 

decommissioning would be a possibility under these arrangements was raised. We stressed the 

need for clarity and for the avoidance of allowing the decommissioning question to become 

entangled with the negotiations. It was agreed that they would reflect further and revert to us. 

We commented on two British papers, on the agenda and procedures for all-party negotiations. 

Raising a number of specific points of difficulty, we undertook to prepare revised drafts. 

The chairmanship of Strand 2 was discussed. Emphasising the possibility that ·a number of 

chairmen might be required (for the decommissioning mechanism and the opening plenary, 

among others), the British possibly appeared more inclined to accept Senator Mitchell as part of 

a package. Alleged Unionist difficulties with him were not mentioned. It appears that Sir Ninian 

Stephen may after all be unavailable. 

The British continued to emphasise the political and legal difficulties which could be caused for 

them by a late, conditional or otherwise unclear restoration of the IRA ceasefire before 10 June. 
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Detail 

I . The Liaison Group met at I veagh House for approximately two hours. The British side 

comprised Quentin Thomas, Colin Budd, David Watkins, Jonathan Stephens, David Hill,· 

Chris McCaht\ Nick Perry and John Dew. On the Irish side were Sean O hUiginn, Sean 

Donlon, Wally Kirwan, David Donoghue, Fergus Finlay, David Cooney, Paul Hickey and 

Rory Montgomery. 

Contact with Sinn Fein 

2. 0 hUiginn reported that Irish officials had met Sinn Fein the previous day. The

government side had emphasised the importance of a restoration of the ceasefire, while

pointing out to Sinn Fe�_ all that was being done to ensure that the all-party negotiations

would be meaningful and would work well.

3. The situation was hard to decipher. Sinn Fein had claimed to be uncertain as to the IRA' s

intentions. Their general approach was to seek to refurbish the understandings they felt

had existed in 1994. There had been much criticism of the Government's stewardship

4. 

negotiations eme=cietai . " =s-might b&:auspioiou imp! . or�g,=eru=c __ 

shutters had not rashe tlown' on a 

had been agreed with Sinn Fein that the Government would think of what it could offer 

in terms of a restatement of what it was al�eady doing to ensure full and meaningful 

negotiations:- ·· -- · · 

Thomas inferred that Sinn Fein had no specific requirements of the British Government. 

0 hUiginn said that the main emphasis had been on the interface with the Irish 

Government - though of course Unionist, and British, seriousness were much questioned. 

He mentioned that Sinn Fein had been anxious to ensure that the meeting remained 

confidential. 

Irish Paper on Decommissioning 

5. 0 hUiginn introduced the Irish paper on methods of dealing with decommissioning in
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terms of the Communique of February 28th by emphasising the absolute necessity of 

clarity on this question before the start of the negotiations. He noted that both David 

Trimble and Peter Robinson had expressed similar views in the debate on the passage of 

the electoral legislation. 

6. 0 hUiginn pointed out a number of ways in which the detlltml]tl!

anomalous: it dealt with an illegal situation; even those parties with influence over the

paramilitaries were not fully able, in operational terms, to deliver a solution; most of the

parties which would be at the negotiations had no direct involvement at all, even if they

were, legitimately, concerned with the outcome of how the matter was to be handled.

7. Paragraph 6 of the Irish paper set out our proposal for the hiving off of the issue into a

special stream, involving the Governments and the relevant parties. An external agency,

as envisaged in the discussions of the Dalton/Chilcot group, would also be necessary:

the International Body could fulfil this purpose. The involvement of General de

Chastelain, with his military expertise, should be reassuring for the Unionists. We saw

discussion of the decommissioning question progressing under its own steam, with

periodic reporting back into the main negotiations. At the point of a final decision on the

outcome of negotiations, a final report could be weighed as part of the overall package.

Our proposal tried to avoid the entanglement of decommissioning with the political

negotiations, but would allow all the parties to have a clear picture of what was going on,

and would give them a chance to adjudicate· on firm proposals at a "point of ripeness".

8. linomas expressed gratitude for the paper, which the British Government had not yet had

time to consider fully.- lte'saw"muc

rmulation 

9. J}filllllg · �ion, i>homa sa1 hat t�ritish. 
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10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

o_penmg ta:t:ement . n 

aw_,ay, ); 'as 

There had to be an "exit route". 

his iew; 
. 

ms appmae w c==r.-= ...... --..-. -ufficient 

o generatecee nfidenG-. �arti eould-

There was a need to avoid casuistry, on either side, and to ensure that all parties signed 

up to the six principles in an "idiot-proof' way. e @f)erationa tlevan--c f 

mm-i-ssioning was-as--y fS�in--were reseffl"it'Woutci15e ~oo . 

Ji&deeommis,sioning-scenario"€0ttld.<l0tennin whetneF they ere 

Wlf wondered if Sinn Fein would be happy to move decommissioning off into a fourth 

stream before they were satisfied that the other confidence-building requirement -

meaningful and inclusive negotiations - had been met. This uggeste :ha i coul-d.h 

efu t -0-take s@me-tim..._,,-........ -ugh questioning n.---0pening-statements, "nitial wor-� "n-th-

usines eemmitte efore..agreeing,.oni-a,.jitlf-ma �sioning. 

-=......:==--,mphasisea ha the__Go�mnumt' as-1 - stnfipfion was 

we '.ited..to..talk aoout.deoommi6sienin , · :ettld-be-impessibie 

gemen . He expected maximalist 

positions to be stated, but with the underpinning of a degree of realism. 0 hUiginn 

repeated that there had to be clarity and credibility in our joint position. We were trying 

to use this factor constructively in efforts to restore the ceasefire. Thomas repeated that 
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14. 

15. 

while the scheme proposed was likely to be saleable, the question was in what 

circumstances it was most likely successfully to be used. lll Bciti 

�rn-OnIBt arti ottl fl-c:I�� �.llh.all,.Gp�lllg-sI.U � 

agreeia :04he-launen-o011-a-t 

Q hlJi-gi replied ha i w possibl atte e..aa€lressea · �peniog 

·�c-Lgo..becy.o.11 clthl was-t@ecF-aise.th�rcaspee tha theentire neg-ot-iatiQ ould

cleoommiss-ieniBg. Thomas felt that not to allow for some substantive 

discussion was to come close to the parody sketched in the House of Commons, in which 

parties would address decommissioning by saying "Good morning" to it. He felt that the 

Governments could �ot E_ontrol the process to the extent envisaged by the Irish side. 

-:.:;,;,,;=-n:..=-· t=is_h..,e · edJorJhe.negotiations. oma&aid:.:oot 

QW: the electoral legislation allowed the forum to sit for one year, extendable to two. 

Donlon suggested that the two Governments could work to create the expectation "that 

it be within a certain range." 0 hUiginn remarked that people were disinclined to get 

down to serious business unless they were up against a deadline. Stephens asked if it 

were realistic to expect the decommissioning agenda to be completed in a couple of 

months. Hill said that the 1991/2 precedent, when there had been fewer parties and a 

smaller agenda, did not encourage a view that the negotiations could be quickly 

completed. 

16. Returning to the decommissioning question, 0 hUiginn said that it was helpful that both

Governments had an interest in channelling the matter so that it would not "gum up the

works". The core point r�mained what constituted a satisfactory degree of address. The

Irish Government was at the minimalist end of the spectrum. Stephens recalled that the

Tanaiste had spoken of the need to show "good intent". Donoghue felt that this could be

accomplished in opening statements.

17. Stephens noted that the Irish paper made no mention of parallel decommissioning. He

asked what was meant, in the first indent of para. 6 (iii), by "to progress

decommissioning, along the lines set out in the report of the International Body." 0
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hUiginn explained that the language left open the possibility of positive developments. 

Hickey pointed out that in this area the Body's report did not make a definitive 

recommendation, but suggested discussion. Stephens asked whether what was being 

18. Thomas wondered whether Sinn Fein would be happy to be singled out as a party

"judged likely to have influence on the paramilitaries." 0 hUiginn felt that they might

not be, but that it would be necessary to be firm.

19. Government a om-thi 

mve , ni-eni,st :r-g ee meFe 

mfonable. Stephens thought that greater clarity about where the Governments stood 

on the substance of the decommissioning issue would be positive. Donoghue felt that the 

parties could be shown the two Governments' paper in advance, once it was agreed. 

20. Cooney argued that if decommissioning were the only item to be substantively discussed

in the opening session, this would be allergic to nationalists. Thomas replied that

decommissioning was treated differently in both the Communique and the Ground Rules.

Nevertheless, as even Trimble had recognised. everything would not happen at the sta..rt.

Donlon feared that Trimble was building up a case for parallel decommissioning.

fhomas...observed that Ken Maginnis had spoken of pre-determined instalments. A

"three-card trick" would not carry Unionists along. 'Fhe,.�_._awanamau&ag�s

; e_ ;r 

al'RWleed a--sense-that-not�i-WB�·�eokec . Donoghue felt that a detailed remit for

the proposed mechanism would assuage worries. S:teph,en&r r�mark � b�

tefer_�UM!eoommissiooi 
.

1:POpeningEStatementsremil

J�·� -r /J an adr�uate-aadre . Thomas said that one way in which the Governments could inject

lJ� � substance into the debate was by publishing details of their proposed legislation on
b,e_�- d ... 

� ecomm1ss10mng.

� ;f, 
ji':;.f °'-ff,��-
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21. 0 hUiginn said that the Irish Government would look forward to the ideas of the British

Government. Clarity between us was essential if we were to achieve agreement with the

parties. Donlon mentioned the eagerness of the Taoiseach to offer the parties all possible

assurance and re-assurance before the election campaign got under way.

British papers on agenda and procedures for negotiations 

22. Hill, stressing that the two papers were very much a first draft, said they had been largely

drawn from the 1991 /2 precedents. He hoped they were consistent with the ground rules.

23. 

24. 

25. 

✓ 

be to read back from _!_.h_e Framework Document. There were several other points: for 

example, in the Strand 3 agenda, great prominence was given to the involvement of the 

parties, although the ground rules specified that the negotiations were between the two 

Governments. " onstituti, __ _ 

.unhalane �_,� t¥-'U.£:�eJem;;.is ��'™-�Y-YJ,..;l.lcilul� gree-mg 

wit"'-�-- rtJi-nt, Thomas thought that an explicit reference to the Framework 

Document would be unwise. 

imrod.oot-0 aterial-. He asked how it was envisaged that the three strands would 

actually operate in parallel. Hill said that Trimble was keen for there to be one UUP 

team, unlike in 1992. He wanted to'-avoid a sequential approach, and indeed to look at 

wider issues at the start. Donoghue felt that this approach could also apply within 

strands: it might not be necessary to proceed in order. Thomas, recalling the DUP's wish 

to handle constitutional issues first, was not sure that this would work. 0 hUiginn thought 

that Trimble's approach was sensible and welcome, but wondered if it could be 

completely relied upon. 

�o.Jll�Q.ana..Hf}a=�O hUiginn thought that the wording we would propose would be 

more genenc. Donoghue said that in its present form the paper would in certain respects 

be unacceptable to nationalists - he instanced the reference to the Northern Ireland Grand 
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26. 

Committee. 

was useful. However, he queried the flavour of paragraph 25 (reference to the Forum) 

remarking that the presumption appeared to be that this might be a routine occurrence. 

He also wondered about the treatment of sufficient consensus. Were the mathematics 

worked out? He feared that the other parties might be hostile to the possibility of 

domination by the UUP and SDLP together. He..weK-t pa.rture'frmn 

unanimi�-" ---routl�m�lying that he ml�s sentiaHy ec.aimeth 

J,�'vr1' . 

r 1nffivmmrt���-nreventin . 'egr-es 

27. 

28. 

Ste.phens crnmtered4hatJh :uitishliaasee "minimal" s-meaning ha ueh- tlepartur� 
--4•· -�-

---

rould.be>:faroe. He pointed out that a high weighted majority would make it easy to block 

the negotiations. 

hYciginnagreed that the more an SDLP/UUP consensus could develop, the better. But 

it would be dangerous to enter into a referendum with, perhaps, a third of the electorate 

opposed. It would also be f-eal'e ha (i.oc¾ 

reeeden 

new 

b he-British, eemed 0"'fili0 them&<Shape-the'negotiat10ns an-e�-ent n0tc€masag 

��--una R.cUles. 0 hUiginn saw echoes of Trimble's ambition to curb the two 

Governments' freedom of action. 

29. Cooney asked who the British saw as the Chairman of the opening plenary. Thomas

thought it could perhaps be the two Governments jointly - they had chaired the Strand 3

liaison arrangements in 1992. Donoghue felt that this exercise had been too low-key yo

constitute a useful precedent.

alternative - perhaps that of Strand 2, or maybe a "guest appearance." He ment-ionc;;u.clill,;.

. ainnan:7Hill confirmed that the Unionists had not seen any distinction between the 
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30. 

chairmanship of the business committee and of Strand 2. Stephens thought that their 

suspicions of the business committee's role had been mitigated by the final version of the 

Ground Rules. 

Chairmanship of Strand 2 

Mitch!- hairm of.Strand 2. it would be 

ohjeet-iens weren-et insuperable. Thoml!rn'Teplied.tha · new ... s� 

�hairm w:ouL e saleabl :::a mm . 

31. ,.,,Qt>nlo inclieaterrtfrat""th T"ooiseae w:ookl,..wt,sn-t�ee-the-m atteFSettlecl oon, an4might_

see -0 rnts it-wi tlFth:e Prime I'vfintstei· �- �iml!lfili� 

ft-e 1-/.JJ..-.una-vai:labte .. Might he make an appearance at the opening session? 0 

hUiginn saw the possible need for an available deputy, but wondered if this was the right 

way to approach the opening session. Montgomery wondered if in the absence of the 

Strand 2 chairman the business committee could be chaired on a rotation basis by the 

� �)
p�ies. Kirwan thought that there �o�ld be a number of meetings of the plenary at

w/C: d1fferen
�

st es throughout the negotiations. 
r� '

'..A/J An,.,/ /;I\ no.A-In
0ll 1�r \Nh,lL1 i� 171):1/ 1-C-VL � l-v1,Vl/ 

32. 

Last-minute restoration of the ceasefire 

� ..... hUiJiinn,.rec.ocgni�e--1.-11iio.Jc,ast minute rcestor-ati0,n-.1.l-1-w"'���.lll��e;i,fo!J.1'°'r.;se;-i..:0V-:,1l.!!!1�� 

..preoooupatiefl-<O th,rfsl�fl't'i-1--C"'"""'"' m-kfff"ffnii--1•:ik�fte. All that could be said 

was that the context of� ceasefire, and the way it would happen, would be politically 

significant. omre�- ;)fflme:nte.d.,that the Secretary of State had said something similar 

'f 

ir e -pi i-nt. 

33. Budd emphasised the very real problem the Government had with its backbenchers.

Stephens stressed that the legislation put in "imperative language" the Secretary of
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.. 

State's duties concerning the invitation, and disinvitation, of parties to nominate their 

negotiators. He had said during the second reading that he would consult the Irish 

Government (as set out in the 21 march consultation paper, but not in the legislation 

itself). �l.ll,,!;!j�-, taott-Ha....w.i�-1.1:liii.,��--tlkhod;Vj�,l&...!������late 

oond j tj onal Ti¥ tooreak_..t-he�IOOHSellS�-...., ....... 

,.b!Jh�e..!J.JUf!,11e�sL.£!£O?J;.12,QE1.U·fil·,f)atian. 0 hUiginn agreed that the two sides should keep in close 

touch. 

29 April 1996 
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